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Abstract
We study pedestrian crowd dynamics and the detection of groups in a scene. We propose a
novel method to analyse pedestrian trajectories by translating them to multiplex networks,
whose properties can be studied using the tools of graph theory. Our results show that simple
measures on the resulting multiplex graphs accurately reflect both the global dynamics and
local clustering within scenes.
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1 Introduction

Automated crowd data analysis is used to monitor environments where individuals and groups
interact. Particular applications include maintaining crowd safety during large sporting events,
and monitoring usage patterns of public spaces such as a car parks or urban intersections. Two
key challenges faced by crowd monitoring systems are: (1) robust identification of groups within
a scene, including detecting their formation and dispersal; (2) detection of unusual movement
patterns, including fights and accidents, that may erupt.

Here we implement a new method for detecting groups and anomalous movement patterns
from possibly noisy pedestrian trajectory data, which relies on just one core data structure:
a directed graph. We assume that a reliable algorithm for detecting people exists, and whose
time-varying positions are the input to our method.

1.1 From time series to graphs

Horizontal visiblity graphs (HVGs) have recently been applied to translate univariate time
series data in to graphs [4, 11, 14]. In the field of dynamical systems, the resulting graphs
have been shown to preserve many of the important structural features of the original time
series, enabling standard graph measures such as degree distribution, clustering coefficient,
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and mean path length, to be used to analyse the time series: [7, 8, 10, 12]. Generalising to
multidimensional time series results in multiplex visibility graphs (MVGs) [6, 16]. These are
vectors of HVGs, whose components correspond to the graphs in the component time series.
Multiplex graphs have well-defined (multivariate) measures, such as graph overlap and interlayer
mutual information, which can give insight in to the dynamics and correlations underlying the
original data set [4, 16]. These measures are what we explore below.

1.2 Studying crowd motion using graph theory

Given a crowd ofM interacting agents represented as 2M positional time series x
[α]
t = (x

[α]
t , y

[α]
t )

where α = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we apply the following sequence of steps: (1) translate trajectory time
series data to directed multiplex visibility graphs; (2) calculate average edge overlap as a coarse
measure of coherent motion in the scene, corresponding to the “dynamical phase” of the crowd;
(3) extract pairwise and average inter-layer degree correlation information to measure global
and local “group associations” within the scene.

We apply the multiplex measures to complete scenes and also to fixed-length moving win-
dows, to monitor changes over time. The main finding in Section 3 is that changes to the
average edge overlap within a scene’s MVG signals a transition from coherent motion to tur-
bulent motion, such as when a fight erupts. In Section 4 we show that interlayer information
flow across a scene’s MVG captures group associations, a means to track fusion and splitting.

2 Multiplex Graphs of Scene Data

Our test data consist of pedestrian trajectories for three scenes in the public BEHAVE behaviour
classification dataset [5]. We define a scene to be a period of time during which the number of
visible agents in the video frame is constant. All extracted scenes are long enough to contain a
variety of diffent behaviours and are visualised in Figure 1 for reference.

1. Meeting. Two groups approach one another from different directions, merge and stand
together, then separate in to two (different) groups which walk away together. 792
frames.

2. Fight. An individual and couple form a small group, another couple approaches and
various fights ensue between different individuals before they split apart. 591 frames.

3. Private discussion. An individual approaches a group and stands with it, then two sepa-
rate groups split apart for a short time. The large group then reforms before an individual
exits the frame. 1822 frames.

2.1 A directed MVG construction for trajectories

A time series visibility algorithm is a map from a time series {xt}Nt=1 to a graph containing N
vertices, with an edge between vertices i and j if the pair (xi, xj) satisfies a given ‘visibility
condition’. In the horizontal visibility algorithm, the visibility condition is particularly simple:
(i, j) is an edge exactly when xk < inf{xi, xj} for all xk with i < k < j. The resulting graph is
called a horizontal visibility graph (HVG).

In the multivariate version an M -dimensional time series {xt}Nt=1 is mapped to a M -
layer ‘multiplex network’ in which each layer corresponds to one of the M HVGs of the
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Figure 1: Agent trajectories in scenes, visualised as x (left) and y (right) time series.

components {x[α]
t }Nt=1 where 1 ≤ α ≤ M. The vector of adjacency matrices of the layers,

A = {A[1], A[2], . . . , A[M ]}, where A[α] = {a[α]ij } and a
[α]
ij = 1 if and only if (i, j) is an edge in

layer α, is known as the multiplex visibility graph (MVG) of the generating time series.
Additional information about a time series can be captured using a directed horizontal

visibility graph (DHVG). Since our data represent a dynamical system, we will use directed
edges to encode velocity information: source vertices will point to target vertices with lower
values. In other words, we impose the additional condition that xi < xj for (i, j) to be an edge
in the graph.1 This imposes an asymmetry in the adjacency matrix of the graph allowing us
to distinguish upward from downward motion. While the magnitude of the velocity is lost, a
useful signal, namely relative spatial direction between connected vertices, is retained.

2.2 DMVG construction and visualisation

The DMVG conditions in section 2.1 were applied to the x and y time series for agents visible in
the chosen scenes. Each frame gave a vertex in the scene MVG, which was connected to others
in the same layer by a directed edge when the HVG conditions hold. Figures 2a to 2c show the
resulting adjacency matrices. Since the properties of the adjacency matrices of a graph provide
insights in to its structure and dynamics [6], our method involves studying these properties.

For a full description of the horizontal visibility translation, the reader is referred to [11], but
for the present purposes we give some intuition in to the resulting matrices. A mark appears
in position (r, c) in the adjacency matrix exactly when the nodes representing times r and c
are connected by an edge in the HVG. Since every HVG is connected via its underlying linear
order on timestamps, we remove these redundant off-diagonal (r + 1, r) elements for clarity.

1By convention, when xi = xj then (i, j) is an edge only if i < j.
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Scene Axis Vertices DHVG Edge Counts Adjacency Matrix Non-Zero Ratio (%)
0 x 792 799, 795, 817, 858, 908 0.127, 0.127, 0.130, 0.137, 0.145

y 792 799, 802, 801, 838, 815 0.127, 0.128, 0.128, 0.134, 0.130
1 x 591 695, 716, 653, 750, 672 0.199, 0.205, 0.187, 0.215, 0.192

y 591 677, 650, 647, 660, 679 0.194, 0.186, 0.185, 0.189, 0.194
2 x 1822 1924, 1897, 1882, 1909, 1880 0.058, 0.057, 0.057, 0.058, 0.057

y 1822 1919, 1941, 1956, 1872, 1885 0.058, 0.058, 0.059, 0.056, 0.057

Table 1: Sparsity of adjacency matrices of the scene MVG layers, calculated as a % ratio
|E|/|V |2. Dominance of zero entries ensures graph computations are time-efficient.

The remaining edges are a “signature” for the time series, where edges close to the diagonal
indicate local minima for the given axis, and edges off-diagonal indicate wider-ranging global
minima for that axis.

2.3 Complexity of DHVG translation

Table 1 illustrates the sparsity of the computed adjacency matrices. This compresses the original
data and speeds up subsequent calculations as we will see below. Moreoever, performing the
translation to DMVGs is itself efficient and was one of the motivations for defining HVGs and
MVGs in the first place [16]. Our implementation2 creates a multiplex graph in a single run
through the source time series data, making it O(n) for each time series, and therefore O(n)
for any DHVGs with a bounded number of agents.

3 DMVG Edge Overlap and Chaotic Motion

The first measure we apply to the scene data is the average edge overlap of the DMVG A:

〈o〉 := 1

K

∑

i,j

oij , oij :=
1

M

∑

α

a
[α]
ij , (1)

where K is the total number of pairs of vertices connected on at least one layer of A. Value
〈o〉 is a measure of how similar the edge connectivity patterns of the layers of A are, reaching
value 〈o〉 = 1 exactly when the layers are identical to one another.

When a scene contains mainly “coherent” motion so that its trajectories are relatively
smooth, and when it also contains mainly individuals who are clustered in to groups, we can
expect the average overlap measure to be relatively stable and also relatively close to its max-
imum value of 1. On the other hand, when a scene conatins largely “chaotic” motion with
rapidly varying trajectories, or when it contains primarily individuals whose motions are not
correlated by group memberships, we can expect the average overlap measure to be relatively
unstable and also relatively far from its maximum value.

3.1 Complexity of edge overlap

Since an edge overlap calculation is effectively a matrix summation, the theoretical time com-
plexity is O(n2), but in the context of DHVGs this is strongly mitigated by two factors: matrix

2The code used for the analysis in this paper is available from: https://gitlab.com/colinstephen/multiplex-
visibility-graphs.
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Scene 〈o〉x 〈o〉y 〈o〉xy
0 0.71585 0.81919 0.76752
1 0.50122 0.52838 0.51480
2 0.73982 0.75023 0.74503

Table 2: Full scene average edge overlap measures, given for individual axes and as an average.
The fight Scene 1 has consistently lower edge overlap compared with the coherent Scenes 0 and
2, suggesting a heuristic threshhold of around 〈o〉xy ≤ 〈o〉fight ≈ 0.60 to distinguish a chaotic
fight scene.

sparsity (see Table 1), and the use of finite moving windows. In particular, matrix summation
is bounded with respect to the number of non-zero entries in the matrix, which in our model
cluster around the diagonal. Additionally, fixed moving window matrix addition has complexity
O(1) at each step, adding up to O(n) for a full scene. The effective time complexity for a full
scene analysis is therefore O(

√
2n+ n) = O(n) in the worst case.

3.2 Edge overlap scene analysis

Our calculations of average and moving-window edge overlaps on the scene trajectories, pre-
sented in Figure 3, establish a clear threshhold between the group interactions of Scenes 0 and
2, and the fight Scene 1.

Computing overlaps for a moving window of length 200 frames shows that setting an average

overlap threshhold value of 〈o〉[200]fight ≈ 0.60 cleanly separates the dynamics of a chaotic fight scene
from more regular and smooth pedestrian movements in other scenes. Despite the overlap
measure being a relatively coarse indicator of trajectory correlations, it nevertheless allows us
to propose a realistic heuristic for detecting chaotic or turbulent pedestrian motion in a scene:

〈o〉[200]xy > 0.6 when the scene is coherent, and 〈o〉[200]xy ≤ 0.6 when the scene is chaotic.
Experimentation shows that the value of 200 used for the moving window length can be

varied up and down considerably before the average overlap evolution diverges from the trends
illustrated here so it is a robust measure. For example the full scene overlaps shown in Table 2
are well separated across the proposed bound of 0.6.

Figure 3 also shows that 〈o〉x and 〈o〉y vary widely from one another in Scene 1, but closely
track one another in Scene 0 and Scene 2. This discrepancy highlights a reduction in correlations
flowing between the x and the y trajectories defining the scene. It suggests that the HMM
underlying the data has evolved away from one with a low covariance between the axes; in
other words it has become more chaotic.

4 Mutual Information and Group Formation

We next use the scene DMVGs to cluster individuals in to groups. Our method does this effi-
ciently by computing correlations between the sparse adjacency matrices describing the layers,
and thereby avoids using computationally expensive approaches such as K-means clustering
conditioned on density estimation [2].

The measure we apply is the interlayer mutual information of A:

Iα,β :=
∑

k[α]

∑

k[β]

P (k[α], k[β]) log
P (k[α], k[β])

P (k[α])P (k[β])
, (2)
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where P (k[α]) and P (k[α]) are the respective degree distributions of layers α and β, and
P (k[α], k[β]) is the joint probability of finding a vertex with degree k[α] on layer α and de-
gree k[β] on layer β.3 A useful representation of these pairwise measures is the graph of layers
G of the MVG. In G the vertices correspond to layers and are connected by edges with weights
{Iα,β}.

Intuitively, the interlayer mutual information measures how far two layers’ degree distribu-
tions are from being mutually independent; in other words, how far the joint degree distribution
varies from being the product of its marginals. Higher values of Iα,β therefore indicate stronger
correlations between layers α and β.

4.1 Complexity of information flow

Computing the interlayer information flow for a pair of layers primarily relies on computing the
joint probability distribution of degrees in each layer over each vertex, along with the marginal
probabilities of the degrees within a layer. All of these can be done in O(n) time since the
number of edges in our sparse graphs is O(

√
2n) = O(n).

The double sum over vertex degrees in Equation 2 suggests that the total time complexity
may be as much as O(m2n) where m = maxα,β(k

[α], k[β]) is the maximum number of vertex
degrees present in one of the layers, assuming every degree below this maximum value is pos-
sible. However, once again the actual situation is mitigated from this theoretical extreme. In
particular, Luque et al. [14] show that for HVGs generated by time series generated from uni-
form, Gaussian, or power law distributions, the probability of a degree k at a node in the HVG
decreases exponentially as k increases. It is therefore safe to assume that the HMM underlying
the trajectory data of a group of pedestrians generates an HVG whose number of node degrees
increases as O(log n) at worst. Thus the overall complexity of the information flow is bounded
by O(n log n), which is comparable with the best clustering algorithms [1].

4.2 Moving window diameter

As in the case of edge overlap for scene dynamics, a pragmatic choice of window diameter is
required for a robust analysis. We use a window size of 75 frames here, equating to 3 seconds
of motion. This provides a good balance between resilience to noise and over-smoothing the
correlation, as the numerical results show. Full optimisation of window length is likely to depend
on the context of the analysis.

4.3 Mutual information scene analysis

Applying the mutual information measure to DMVGs corresponding to a scene does indeed
extract the correct clusters, as can be seen in Table 3 and Figure 4, where we present the
inter-layer correlations as weighted edges in the graph of layers for Scene 0.

The graphs of layers in Figure 4 are calculated with a window length of 75 frames at the
beginning, middle, and end of the scene. They identifies two groups, containing agents (0,1)
and agents (2,3,4) respectively merging together, then splitting to groups with agents (0,1,2)
and agents (3,4). Cross-checking these groups with the trajectories shown in Figure 1 confirms
that the correct clusters have been identified, indicating that agent 2 has moved across from
one group to another during Scene 0. Similar clustering can be inferred for Scenes 1 and 2,

3In a directed graph, it is feasible to consider the ingoing, outgoing, or total degree of any vertex: kin, kout,
or ktot. In the results presented here, for simplicity we work with kin only.
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α β I
[5135,5234]
α,β I

[5455,5604]
α,β I

[5877,5926]
α,β

0 1 0.123453 0.079655 0.195105
0 2 0.022849 0.061293 0.193017
0 3 0.024399 0.079655 0.092407
0 4 0.028575 0.070474 0.099228
1 2 0.023102 0.061293 0.193017
1 3 0.016591 0.079655 0.030227
1 4 0.019014 0.070474 0.083777
2 3 0.056464 0.061293 0.015544
2 4 0.045338 0.052564 0.077374
3 4 0.045338 0.070474 0.204106

Table 3: Scene 0 inter-layer mutual information at various points in the scene. These data are
represented visually as graphs of layers in Figure 4

with the caveat that more chaotic behaviour, such as that in the fight scene, loses any strong
mutual correlations between the layers of the DMVG.

5 Related Work

[13, 2, 3] investigate anomalous movements in crowd scenes using topology [13] and hidden
Markov models [3, 2]. On the other hand [9, 15, 17] model pedestrian group formation using
techniques such as social force models and optical flow.

None of the existing models use a single data structure for both of these key tasks. The dis-
tinctive feature of our method is that very simple measures defined on the same graph structure
capture both dynamics and clustering. This enables faster data processing and storage in the
context of real time high volume data, for example across nodes of a distributed surveillance
sensor network used for automatic monitoring.

6 Conclusions and Further Work

We have shown that multiplex visibility graphs associated with pedestrian trajectory data
extracted from real-world CCTV are a suitable data representation for the purposes of: (1)
inferring scene dynamics, in particular signalling chaotic movements associated with events
such as fights; and (2) clustering groups of people who are interacting together within a scene.
We examined two particularly simple multiplex measures, the average edge overlap and the
average inter-layer mutual information, which both capture correlations inherent in the source
data. These are efficient to compute using sparse matrix operations. Our numerical results
show that edge overlaps are suitable discriminators of pedestrian scene dynamics, while mutual
information is an alternative to standard trajectory clustering techniques for finding groups of
people.

Moving-window average multiplex edge overlap measures are relatively stable with respect
to the window lengths, but mutual inter-layer information measures are not so robust. A natural
next step is to examine alternatives to the pairwise mutual information measure, Iα,β , includ-
ing conditional mutual information, or normalised variants such as the inter-layer redundancy
Rα,β =

Iα,β

Hα+Hβ
where H gives the marginal entropy of the (degree distribution of the) layer
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in question. Many similar techniques developed for the study of deterministic and stochastic
dynamical systems using MVGs are also candidates for analysing crowd movement data, given
our results.
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(a) Scene 0

(b) Scene 1

(c) Scene 2

Figure 2: DHVG adjacency matrices for x[α] and y[α] for each agent α. See Section 2.2 for
details.
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Figure 3: Evolution of average edge overlap 〈o〉 across scenes.

Figure 4: Inter-layer mutual information over 75 franes at beginning, middle end end of
Scene 0, represented as graphs of layers. Thicker edges represent stronger inter-layer cor-
relations. Clusters here do correspond to the groups active in the scene at the time:
({0, 1}, {2, 3, 4}), ({0, 1, 2, 3, 4}), ({0, 1, 2}, {3, 4}) respectively.
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